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The purpose of the present note is to formulate and prove a duality
theorem, for representable (or maximally almost periodic) locally compact
groups with compact commutator subgroup, which includes Pontrjagin's
duality theorem for abelian groups and Tannaka's duality theorem for
compact groups.

1. Definitions of GA and GAA. Let G be a locally compact group. By
a representation D we mean a representation of G into the group of unitary
matrices U(r) of some degree r = r(D). The totality of representations of G
is the dual system GA.

Among the representions of G the linear representations, i. e. with its
degree r(D) = 1, form a group G* under multiplications. We introduce into
G* a topology defined by the system of neighbourhoods of the identity:

W(F, 8) - {X\XeG*; x€F implies \X(x) - 1\ < 8}

where F is a compact subset of G and £ > 0. Furthermore the topology of
GA is, by definition, introduced by the system of neighbourhoods of D€GA-

W(F, β) D.

Let G be the commutator subgroup of G, i. e.#the closure of the algebraical
commutator subgroup; then G* is the aggregate of characters of abelian
group G/G'. If F is a compact subset of G, then its image by G^GjG is
compact; and conversely every compact subset of GjG is obtained by this
way (e. g. Weil [5] § 3). Hence G* is the dual group of G/G and so
some W(F, £) has compact closure. Therefore, we have:

THEOREM I. The totality of representations of G forms a locally compact
space GA with the above defined topology.

By a representation of GA we mean a function on GA to unitary matrices
D-^A(D) with same degree which satisfies the following four conditions:

i) A(DιXD2)= A(Dι)xA(D2) kronecker product
ii) A(Di-f D2) = A{Dι)-\-A(D2) direct sum

...v A(P-^ΠP\- P~ιA(Ώ\P transformation by
n l ) Λ ^ υ n "" F Λ{υ)^ Unitarian matrix P

y
Unitarian matrix P

iv) A(D) is continuous on GA.
Here unitary matrices are topologized by the norm

A||= k/2|Λij|2 if i = (atj)
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when two matrices AltA2 are same degree: and different spaces U(r),U(s)
with rΦs are to be considered as open disjoint subsets. The condition iv)
is, by the definition of topology in GA, equivalent to
iv') A(D) is continuous on G*.

Let GAA be the totality of representations of G\ define a product of
AΊ,A2€GXX by

A.A^D) = Aι{D)A.J{D) (De Gx).

Then Aχ A-2 satisfies i) — iv) hence A1Ά2G.Gxx

t therefore, GAA becomes a
group under this multiplication. We intrpduce in GAA a topology defined
by the system of neighbourhoods of the identity:

W(F\ £) = { A\ AeGxx D€FX implies || A{D) - I(D) ί| < £}
where Fx is a compact subset of GA and £ > 0.

THEOREM II. G A A becomes a represent able locally compact group with
compact commutator subgroup.

PROOF. Let Fx be a compact neighbourhood of the identity of G* and
0 < £ < 1, then we can prove that the closure W(FX, £) is compact.

For this purpose, corresponds to each DζzGx the unitary group U(r(D))
of degree r(D) and construct the direct product on GA :

Uo = ... xU(r(D))χ.'

This is a compact group and the totality of algebraic representations of GA,
i.e. those satisfying conditions i) — iii), forms a closed, hence compact,
subgroup U; and algebraically GxxaU. It is clear that the mapping GAA->
U is continuous but we shall prove that on W(FX, £) the inverse mapping
also is continuous and W(FX, £) is closed in U. These prove compactness
of ~W{FX,8).

Let βι > 0 be arbitrarily given and n an integer > 0 such that | XΛ — 11
^ £ (k = 1, . , n) implies \X - 1| < βλ. Take a neighbourhood V of the

identity in G* such that VnczFx; then χ^V, Ae W(FX, £) imply | AQC°) - 1|
= \A(XT- 1| < £ (&= 1, ••• ,w) hence \A(X)-1\<€Ί. Next, let F2

A be an
arbitrary compact set in G-\ take Du , Dm€zGx such that

m

FJXCZ U V Do

Then AeW(Fx, £) and || A(Dι) - 11| < £: (i =* 1, .. ., m) imply
j| A(D) - 1 !| < !! A(D) - A(Dd \\ + || A(Dt) - 11|< S^r + £,

where DeFjx and DeVDi with r = max r(A). Hence A<EPF C-̂ fS

-r £i). This means inverse continuity on W(FA, £).
Denote by ( )a the closure in U; and let A€(W(FAΓ£)>, then

implies | A(X) — 1\ ^ £, therefore, by the same reasoning as above we conclude
that X€V implies \A{X) - 1 | < £,. Hence A is continuous on G* and A
eW(Fx, £); i.e..W(FA,£) is closed in ί/.

Put CA A={Λ|%€G* implies A(%)=1} ; this is a closed invariant
subgroup of GAA such that Gxx/Cxx is abelian. CAA is compact because
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i t is contained in a neighbourhood W(FA, £) with compact closure, therefore,
commutator subgroup (GAA)'c:CAA is compact.

Finally, D(A) = A(D) (D€GA) is a representation of GAA; and A Φ I
implies existence of a D€GA such that Λ(JD)Φ1, i.e. ,G A A possess sufficiently
many representations. Hence GA A is representable. q. e.d.

2. Canonical representation.

THEOREM III. The function φ of G into GXA defined by
<P{a){D) = D(a) {DζGA)

gives a representation of G into G A A . If G is reprsentable, then ψ is an one
to one correspondence.

PROOF. That a-><P(a) gives an algebraic representation of G into GAA

is obvious. We shall prove its continuity.
Let FA be a compact set in GA and £ > 0. Consider W(F, £), where F is

a compact neighbourhood of the identity in G} and cover F A by
m *

F A c y W(F,€)-Di (Di<£GA).

Take a neighbourhood VczF such that xζV implies || Dt(x) - 11| < £ (1=5 1,
• ,tri). Then «6V,DGFA imply

II ZXβ) - 1II < II D(β) ~ A(β) II + || Dt(a) - 1 IK θ ^ Γ + £

where D€W(F,£) A and r = max r(Dt). Hence a eV implies <P(a)<aW(Fx,

^ ^ - f θ ) . q.e.d.
We say that φ(a) is the canonical representation of G into GAA. The

duality theorem, which we shall prove later, asserts that the canonical
representation gives, in fact, an isomorphism of two topological groups G
and GAA.

3. Definition of the algebra KG. The aggregate of all finite linear
combinations with complex coefficients

forms an algebra Ra over the complex number field under pointwise
operations.

LEMMA 1. Let G be a representable locally compact group with a compact
subgroup K. Put

then we have:
RK = RG/{RG, K).

PROOF. For any / ζRG the contraction on K: f\ K is a function in Rκ.
Obviously, /->/| K is a homomorphism of the algebra Ra into Rκ, whose
image in Rκ is generated by a system Kx of representations of K such that

I6if ί v ; DhDz€KA imply A, the conjugate representations, and irreducible
constituents oiDxXD^ are in ϋΓA. Moreover, by the assumption of represen-
tability of G, there exists for any x^K different from'1 the identity 1 a D
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such that D(x)*D(l). Hence by Kampen's theorem Kf = KA and the

above homomorphism is onto and its kernel is precisely (RG, K). q. e. d.

LEMMA 2. Let G be a representable locally compact group with compact
invariant subgroup K. Consider Rσ/K as a subalgebra of RG and the least ideal
containing{Raικ, K), in the notation of Lemma 1, be id. {RGIK, K). Then id. (Rσικ,
K) (a(RG} K)) is dense in (RG, K) by the uniform norm:

I l / H sup |/(*) I
xeG

on RG.

PROOF. Let G be the associated compact group to G (in the sense of

Weil [5] § 31) and the image of K by the representation G->G be K. Then

K ^ K and K is an invariant subgroup of G such that G/K is the associated
compact group to G/K. Hence

Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for compact group G with
closed invariant subgroup K.

Let £ > 0 and / € (RG, K) be given, we shall prove that / is £-uniformly
approximated by a function in id. (RGIK, K). For any xx € G there must exists
an / 2 € (RGIK, K) such that f(x±) = fλ(x). For, if Xι € K then f(xλ) = 0 and the
assertion is trivial if xx ^ K the assertion follows from representability
of G/K. By uniform continuity of / and /3, there exists a neighbourhood
Vι of #i such that

#€E Vτ implies \f(x)~ A(x)\ < f .

To each point xx ^ G we associate a neighbourhood Vτ and a function /i
€Z(RGIK,K). Then the compact group G is covered by a finite sum

G c U Vt
i = l

with associated points xu , xn and functions fl9 }fn €(RGJK, K).
Take a Dieudonne partition eu ,en to the covering Vτ, , Vn, i.e.,

functions on G such that

1 - eι{x)+ ••-. +^»(*) (*€G)

0 S βί(Λ") ̂  1 and Λ ̂ K - implies ^(Λ:) = 0.
I n £
f(x) - *Σe{(x)ft(x) < 2".

ί = l

Put M = max(£, sup| |/—>5| |, ί;/||) then, by the approximation theorem,
we can find gi(x)^.RG such that

^W I < gjjj- (*€G, « - 1, ,n).

Then
\Ax) - 2*(*)/ι(*)l ^ I/W - Σ^ W Λ*) I + 1 2 ^ ) / « - ΣM*) /*(*)!
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^ JtfB/l
Since

we have

— ]

1 +

•(l + 3M)

<

2

6M 6M -
a

3M

for all xeG and Σ gi(xVt(x) € id. (/&,*, X). q.e. d.
4. Duality theorem. For the proof of duality theorem we use the

algebra RG and its representations. By a representation of R& we mean a
hόmomorphism A of the algebra Ra into the field of complex numbers such
that

where bar indicates conjugate complex.
From this we see at once that algebraical representations of GA, i. e.,

satisfying conditions i) — iii) of § 1 and representations of the algebra Ra
are one to one by the correspondence:

D[x) - {di5(x))->A{D) - (A(dυ)).

LEMMA 3. Any representation of Rσ is continuons with respect to the
uniform norm

11/||= sup \f{x)\.
XeG-

PROOF. Let G be the associated compact group to G then Rσ ̂  Re which
preserves uniform norm. Therefore, by Tannaka's duality theorem, we can

find a € G such that

Hence A is continuous on R&, therefore, on R&. q. e. d.
THEOREM IV (Duality theorem). Let G be a representάble locally compact

group with compact commutator subgroup. Then the canonical representation
φ(a) defined by

<P{a){D)^ D(a) (D€&)
gives an isomorphism of G and GAA as topologίcal groups :

PROOF. Let K be the compact commutator subgroup of G, and put
Kλ = {A I A(X) = 1, X € G*}c=G.

If b € K then Ψ{b){X) = X(b) = 1, hence, φ(b) € KΎ. Conversely, any A
considered as a representation of the algebra Ro, annihilates the subalgebra

because this is of the form
-1) (%
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Hence it annihilates the smallest ideal id. (RGIK, K) containing (Rσικ, K).
By Lemma 2, id. (RKIG, K) is dense in (RG, K) with respect to the uniform
norm and, by Lemma 3, A is continuous with respect to this norm, therefore,
it annihilates the subalgebra (Rσ, K). Hence, A € Kτ can be considered as
a representations of

From Tannaka's duality theorem, there exists a b € K such that

A(f) = f(b)

Since A(g) = g(b) ~ 0 for any g € (RG, K) we have

Hence, by definition, A = Φ(b). Thus we have proved Ψ(K) = Ku

Let A€GAA be given arbitrarily, by Pontrjagin's duality theorem, we
can find an a € G such that

Then A φ{a)-\X)= 1 (% € G*), i.e., ^ - ^ ( β ) - 1 ^ / ^ . From what we have
proved, there exists a b € ϋΓ such that

Hence
A = φ(b)φ(a) =

This proves that the canonical representation ^(«) maps G onto GAA.
Finally, we shall prove that φ~\A) is also continuous. For this purpose,

take a compact neighbourhood V of the idenity in G, and consider the
group H generated by V-K:

H=(V K)~.

This is an open and closed subgroup of G such that G/H is discrete abelian.
Put

It is obvious that ^(i?) c .HΊ. For any A ζ Hλ corresponds a n α € G such
that

A - ^(β).

If a^H, there would exist X e (G/H)* such that X(a)Φl, hence

Therefore, a€ H and ^ ( / 0 = Hx is proved.
Since G/H is discrete, its dual group (G/H)* is compact, therefore,

for any 6 > 0

This means that //Ί is an open and closed subgroup in G Λ A . It is clear that
H ie covered by a countable compact set, therefore, by a general theorem
(e.g. Bourbaki [ I ] ; §5 exercice 18) or Tannaka [ 3 ] ; §44) <P(a) is an open
mapping on H. This, with the fact that Hτ is open, completes the proof
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that <p(a) is open throughout G. Therefore, φ~\A) is continuous from GAA

to G. q.e. d.

5. Some examples. Consider a locally compact connected group G.
The fact, that if G is representable then its commutator subgroup must
be compact, is a consequence of a theorem of Freudenthal (e.g. Weil [5]:
§ 32) which asserts that such a group is a direct product

G = R* x K

of a vector group Rp with a compact group K.

But there existsa locally compact connected group with compact commu-

tator subgroup which are not representable in a compact group. For

example (Communicated by Mr. M. Goto)

/lac)
lb a, b reals c real mod 1

1)

Next, consider non-connected groups then two assumptions: represen-
tability and to have compact commutator subgroup are independent. For
example (Kuranishi [2])

G = I (£9j) I £ = ±1, a real!

is representable but its commutator subgroup is not compact.
Conversely, the group

{ = {(s, t)\ s,t reals mod 1},

with the relation
S&fjS-1 = (s+ t,t)

has compact commutator group, which is also open, but not representable.
Finally, we shall give an example of representable locally compact

groups with compact commutator subgroup which is not a direct product
of abelian and compact groups. This is

G - {U(r), S}

where U(r) is the group of unitary matrices of degree r, with the relation

SσS-1- U {Ue U{r)).
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